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Rated by an independent panel as the best introductory Global Health text for undergraduates,
Global Health 101, Third Edition is a clear, concise, and user friendly introduction to the most
critical issues in global health. It illustrates key themes with an extensive set of case studies,
examples, and the latest evidence. Particular attention is given to the health development link, to
developing countries, and to the health needs of poor and disadvantaged people.The Third
Edition is a thorough revision that offers an extensive amount of new and updated information,
while maintaining clarity, simplicity, and ease of use for faculty and students.Offering the latest
data on the burden of disease, the book presents unique content on key topics that are often
insufficiently covered in introductory materials, such as immunization and adolescent health.Key
Features:• New chapter on Adolescent Health―an important but largely uncovered topic in the
existing Global Health literature• Expanded chapter on Child Health with special attention given
to immunizations• Expanded coverage throughout on the topic of health disparities• The latest
information on nutrition including the Global Nutrition Report of November 2014 and the Lancet
Series on Maternal and Child Nutrition of 2013• New section on Pharmaceuticals• More than 25
additional “Policy and Program” briefs that cover a range of key topicsIncludes Navigate 2
Advantage Access with:A comprehensive, interactive eBook with embedded video links,
knowledge checks and end of chapter quizzesInteractive practice activities including study
questionsPre loaded assessments including chapter quizzes, mid terms, and a final exam.An
expansive package of instructor materials including: sample syllabi, model policy briefs, a case
study for discussion for each of the core chapters of the book, and an extensive bibliography of
global health references organized by chapter.

About the AuthorRichard Skolnik has spent more than 40 years working on international
development and global health and was formerly a lecturer in the Yale School of Public Health,
the Yale School of Management, and the George Washington University School of Public Health.
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Alyse, “Book was in good condition.. As noted it did not come with the access codes but you can
buy those separately on the JB learning website. All the info for that is on the inside of the book.
My issue was that apparently this book is usually a two pack: one main book and one with the
case studies. It all falls under the one ISBN number per my school. So i was left without the case
studies which are required weekly. The case studies book is not sold separately. Luckily my
teacher was willing to email them to me to save my butt!! But make sure you wont need that
before you buy.”

Kerri Devries, “Excellent textbook, missed the online resource. This book was a great tool in my
Global Health class. There's lots of tables and charts included, which not only break up the text
nicely but provide a lot of useful information. The opening vignettes are really good as well, and
help set the tone for the chapter. My favorite part about this textbook was the "Main Messages"
section at the end of the chapters. The summary it provided was great and it proved to be a
helpful study tool.The Pros:-easy to read-very informative-excellent, up-to-date statistics-
summary section at the end of each chapterThe Cons:-the online resource wasn't available
when I took the class. I used the previous edition's online quizzes to study, but it certainly would
have been ideal if the current online resource was available.”

Ashlee, “Highly recommend!. I purchased the book in “good condition” and it was near perfect!
Unfortunately, I had to return it due to the instructor changing to the newest edition the first week
of class. The company reimbursed me with no issues. I will definitely use them in the future and
highly recommend.”

ABC, “Great book, bad quality. I bought this book for my global health class. I think I got a good
deal on it compared to the book store. My only complaint is this book is very fragile. So when
purchasing this book be very careful with it. The pages tear very easily.”

LaTonya, “GREAT condition. Bachelor of science public health”

Tasia Rains, “Bought for college courses. Wife bought for college courses she is taking. Cheaper
than buying in the college town we live in.”

Lyss, “the answers are relatively easy to locate. Being a "101" book, it was VERY basic. If you
have a course where quizzes are based off this material, the answers are relatively easy to
locate. Easy to read to get basic knowledge of topics.”

Tiffiany, “Arrived as described. The book was good, it gave a great over view of global heath.”



Manuella A, “Good quality and early delivery. Timely delivery. I am using this book as part of a
course that I am taking. The book is a softcover, but it does not bother me too much.”

Lisa, “glad it was more affordable here than at. Bought it because I had to, glad it was more
affordable here than at Uni”

Alice Borbeli, “Five Stars. Great book, its easy to read. Thank you for the fast shipping!”

The book by Richard Skolnik has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 462 people have provided feedback.
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